Abstract-A square root based spherical simplex unscented transform was adopted in micro satellite attitude determination filter. The filter computation cost was reduced evidently by means of spherical simplex unscented transformation (SSUT) and the square root technique with modified Rodrigues parameters (MRPs). The filter performance and numerical stability were guaranteed by unscented transformation with positive-semi definiteness of the state covariance propagation. The simulation results of some micro-satellite showed that this algorithm could insure accuracy, fast convergence and high robustness with high computation efficiency, which was suitable for the attitude estimation of micro-satellite.
I. INTRODUCTION
High precision, low computational complexity and nonlinear filter plays an essential role in attitude control system for micro satellite. Various approximate nonlinear filtering techniques have been proposed to obtain a high performance attitude measurement. Since the early 1980's, multiplicative extended Kalman filtering algorithm (MEKF) [1] has been implemented successfully in many actual engineering application. And the algorithm has been proven to have good performance in most practical space missions where the spacecraft's angular rate is slow and the nonlinearities are not so impactive.
In recent years, advances in space missions, such as the greater agility and lower cost demand, a variety of high efficient nonlinear filtering has been presented. Among these advanced nonlinearity filtering algorithms, only few of them are close to restrict numerical expense requirements of actual onboard implementations. More and more attention is paid to the sigma points filter (SPF) [2, 3] , also known as the unscented Kalman filter(UKF) in last decade. The mean and covariance of the true posteriori probability [4] distribution could be approximated well by means of the sigma points transform which preserves the nonlinear property of the dynamic model in the time-update phase.
Although efficient among nonlinear filters, traditional SPKF [5, 6, 7] still seems computational costly for engineering implementation. To further reduce the complexity, strategies for introducing fewer sigma points are exploited, known as the reduced sigma point filters. Several simplex points selection strategy have been investigated, including the n+2 point minimal-skew simplex points [8] , the spherical simplex points [9] and some enhanced higher order extensions [10] .
The sample point number of spherical simplex unscented transformation (SSUT) decreased from 2n+1 to n+2 for an n-dimensional state space. A new squareroot spherical simplex unscented transform was presented to improved filter performance for micro satellite attitude determination. The organization of this paper was as follows. First, we established a general 6-state stellar spacecraft attitude kinemics and measurement model, and analyzed the partially linear structure in the system. Next a square root version SSUKF estimator based on MRPs is derived in detail. Finally, we incorporated the proposed sigma point set into the attitude determination framework to configure a complete attitude estimator, and indicated its performance in simulation with comparisons to the traditional multiplicative extended Kalman filter (MEKF).
II. SQUARE ROOT SPHERICAL SIMPLEX UNSCENTED TRANSFORM

A.pherical Simplex Unscented Transform
The traditional Unscented Transform (UT) approximates a probability distribution of nonlinear function by symmetrically-distributed set of 2n+1 sigma points which match the mean and covariance. The computational costs of the UT are directly proportional to the number of sigma points which are used. Therefore, minimizing the number of sigma points minimizes the computational costs. The Spherical Simplex Unscented Transformation implements this work with only n+1 sigma points for an n-dimensional space, it is proved that, these points have the same accuracy as the symmetric set, they have half the computational costs. Let [ ]
Expand vector sequence for j=2,…,n according to
B.Square-root Spherical Simplex unscented Kalman filter
The derivation of SR-UKF for nonlinear state estimation is proposed in refs [11] , [12] . Similarity, the general discrete-time nonlinear system model with purely additive process and observation noise is presented as follow. The filter is initialized by the matrix square root of the state covariance via a Cholesky factorization. However, the propagated and updated Cholesky factor is then used in subsequent iterations to directly form the sigma points. The entire algorithm is presented as follows:
Initialization:
Where E denotes expectation operator. For {1,..., }, k ∈ ∞ Calculate sigma points:
Time update equations:
Measurement update equations:
III.NONLINEAR ATTITUDE DETERMINATION FILTER STRUCTURES
A.Definition of System State Vector
The system state is defined as ,
, where k q and k b represents the attitude quaternion and the gyros' bias drift term respectively. k x is combined of the global state estimate ˆk x and a small local error state
Where , ,
q is the local error-quaternion relating to k a , and the covariance of the system is defined as:
( )
As discussed in refs. [14] , in order to guarantee stability in numerical computation process, sigma points are constructed as a scattering of local error state juncture [13] , [14] , and then
B.System Description
The differential equations for the spacecraft's attitude kinematics is 0
Where q is the attitude quaternion referring to the inertial coordinate system, ω is the inertial angular rate vector given from the gyro's measurement meas ω by compensating the gyro bias b :
Where ARW η is a zero-mean Gaussian angular random walk noise with a covariance of 2 3 ARW σ I , b is often modeled as a rate random walk process with white noise RRW η and a covariance of 2
From eqs. (24)~(26), we can derive the discrete-time version of the above models with numerical integration.
Where
1 1k
The period T is set to small enough, which is usually well satisfied in practice, and a second order accuracy is guaranteed.
Not lost generality, the observation model in this article is established as an automatic star sensor with quaternion measurement meas k q . But in actual practice this information is presented to the Kalman filter in a more convenient way as in terms of a 3-dimensional parameter. We choose to use the MRP parameter, and then the star sensor's observation model is simply defined as the local error between the predicted and observed attitudes: [ , ]
. The revised sigma points are as follows: 
In the same time, the observation estimation is calculated with Eqs. (31) ~ (33) as
The predicted mean error state, mean observation and covariance is given respectively by
3) Measurement update. We have the innovation Then the innovation covariance is calculated as 
IV.SIMULATION
In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm simulation is performed by attitude determination system of some satellite. A multiplicative Extended Kalman filter is also simulated as a comparison, with its initial state and all other parameters equivalent. The spacecraft's 3-axis inertia is [58.4, 51.2, . The star sensor is simulated with 3σ accuracy as: cross boresight 7 arc-seconds; around boresight 35 arc-seconds, and the sensor's update-rate is 5Hz. The filtering period is set to be 0.05s, which is the equal to the sampling speed of gyro scopes. In scenario one, the spacecraft was controlled from an initial attitude [36.1 ,40.0 ,29.9 ], angular rate [0.80 /s,0.90 /s,0.7 /s]to near zero, and kept in 3-axis stability. Figure 2a illustrated the history of 3-axes Euler angle estimation and attitude error of the two filters. As can be seen, the multiplicative SRSSUKF presented a significantly better convergence speed. In the transitional process, the multiplicative SRSSUKF was smoother than the multiplicative EKF. The attitude measurement precision of the two filters is almost equivalent after the micro satellite attitude comes to stabilization. The angular rate estimation was performed with fig.3 . From  fig.3a , we can see the convergence time with SRSSUKF is about 1/2 of the one with MEKF. And the 3 axis angular rate measurement precision with in 0.0002 /s (3σ accuracy ) be achieved by both filters. Euler Angle Error(Deg) Fig.5b . Attitude angle error of the spacecraft with SRSSUKF and MEKF when the spacecraft attitude estimation is with stable state Fig.6 showed the history of gyro float error of the spacecraft with the two filters. The legend of two filters is same as fig.5 . From fig.6 a, we can easily see that the multiplicative SRSSUKF presented a much shorter convergence time than the multiplicative EKF. And the gyro float estimation precision of multiplicative SRSSUKF is a little better than the one of MEKF when the spacecraft attitude estimation come to stable state (shown in Fig.6 b) . fig.7 a, we can clear see that the multiplicative SRSSUKF presented a much faster convergence velocity than the multiplicative EKF. And the angular rate estimation precision of multiplicative SRSSUKF is equivalent to the one of MEKF when the spacecraft attitude estimation come to stable state (shown in Fig.7 b) . A square root version of the SSUKF for spacecraft attitude and angular rate estimation has been presented and tested through simulation. Some essence technique has been developed within computation affordability consideration. The simulation results validated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, and concluded in that the multiplicative SRSSUKF had a better precision and a faster convergence speed than its traditional counterpart multiplicative EKF.
